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Traditional systems don't handle the documentation requirements of large-scale, multiproject software development. But this hypertext-based system does.

Documenting software systems is a necessity, since not all relevant information about the system can be embodied in a system's source code. The larger the system, the more critical the problems of documents' consistency, completeness, traceability, revision control, and retrieval efficiency.

For the next generation of operating systems, Robert Balzer has envisioned an environment based on objects and relationships between objects, as opposed to the conventional file-based systems. Using this philosophy, we have constructed the Documents Integration Facility for the development, use, and maintenance of large-scale systems and their life-cycle documents.

The philosophy underlying DIF is twofold. First, it is necessary for an effective engineering-information system to prescribe the information that must be stored, to ensure the completeness and preciseness of the information. Second, for the engineering-information system to be generally applicable, it should be possible to change the information requirements prescribed by the system according to the needs of different settings.

DIF helps integrate and manage the documents produced and used throughout the life cycle — requirements specifications, functional specifications, architectural designs (structural specifications), detailed designs, source code, testing information, and user and maintenance manuals. DIF supports information management in large systems where there is much natural-language text.

DIF has been used to integrate and manage the life-cycle documents of more than a dozen systems (in the System Factory) totaling more than 200,000 lines of code, developed by more than a dozen teams of three to seven people each. More
than 40 Mbytes of life-cycle descriptions have been managed by DIF. The results of this experiment suggest DIF’s potential usefulness for larger systems (those of more than a million lines of code).

In a typical project’s life cycle, information about the process and the product is diffused among several individuals, and it is easy both for information to be lost and for information bottlenecks to be created. DIF encourages the easily accessible storage of relevant information about the process and the product.

In DIF, we consider segments of software documents as the objects to be stored, processed, browsed, revised, and reused. Links explain the relationship between the objects. DIF stores the objects in files and the relationships between the objects in a relational database, resulting in a persistent object base. This cases the reuse of documents.

DIF also provides software-engineering tools to process the information in the objects. By judiciously using links, keywords, and information structure, DIF users can alleviate problems of traceability, consistency, and completeness. Through the Unix RCS revision-control facility, DIF provides revision control. Through interfaces to the browsing mechanisms of the Ingres database system, DIF provides efficient document retrieval. Through the Unix mail system, DIF lets project participants exchange structured messages. Through language-directed editors, DIF customizes the development of software descriptions in several formal languages. And through software-engineering tools for functional and architectural specifications, DIF aids the analysis of formal descriptions.

**Documents in hypertext**

Through the development process, DIF stores all relevant information about the target system in textual objects as nodes of hypertext. Hypertext is a storage structure where information is stored in the nodes of a graph. Links between hypertext nodes allow efficient browsing of the information. Attributes attached to nodes and links provide information filtering.

No restriction is put on the nature of information in the nodes, so the same hypertext may contain a node of natural-language text and a node of program code. This is the main advantage that hypertext systems have over conventional database-management systems, document bases, and knowledge bases.

**Through the development process, DIF stores all relevant information about the target system in textual objects as nodes of hypertext.**

**Documentation method**

To effectively manage the documents in a large-scale software process, you must first understand what needs to be documented. To this end, we use the System Factory documentation method, which is an eight-year-old laboratory project at the University of Southern California set up to experiment with novel ways of software-project management and with the development, use, and maintenance of innovative software technologies. The uniqueness of the System Factory method of documentation is the blend of organizational and technical concerns that it advocates.

In the System Factory, the software process is broken into activities, where each activity culminates in the production of a document. The eight documents that emerge from the System Factory method are:

- Requirements specification. This document describes both the operational and nonoperational requirements of the system being developed.

  Operational (textual) requirements outline the system’s performance characteristics, interface constraints, quality-assurance standards, and human factors. The operational requirements are defined so you can trace them through design and implementation.

  Nonoperational requirements outline the organizational resources available to support system development, the package of resources being built into the target system, forethoughts about the system’s development life cycle, assumptions about the system’s operation in its target environment, and expected changes in the system’s operational requirements over its lifetime.

  The requirements-specification document is written in a natural language, for which DIF provides an interface to text-editing and formatting systems. DIF provides mechanisms like keyword association and linking that help you browse through the requirements. By defining a form for the requirements document, the manager of several projects can standardize the contents of the requirements document at the level of sections and subsections. By judiciously choosing keywords and links, the manager can set up the requirements to ease the tracing of operational requirements through the system’s design and implementation.

- Functional specification. This document details the computational functions the target system will perform in terms of the computation objects, their attributes, attribute-value ranges, object and attribute relationships, the actions that manipulate them, constraints on the actions, global stimulus/response monitors, and the system agents that organize and
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You write these formal functional specifications in the specification language Gist, which promotes the incremental development, refinement, and rapid prototyping of operational system specifications.

In incremental development, you first give an informal, narrative specification. Next, you describe the objects (both active and passive) in the target system and its environment in a graphical form. Finally, you give the formal description of the objects and agents in Gist.

DIF recognizes the formal Gist text and lets you send it for processing through the Gist specifications analyzer and simulator. It also automatically activates the Gist language-directed editor.

- Architectural specification. This document describes the system modules' interconnection structure with defined data-resource interfaces, arranged to facilitate parallel detailed design and implementation. You use the NuMIL module-interconnection language to describe this document. You can also formally define system-timing and concurrency constraints in this document.

DIF provides access to the NuMIL editor and processing environment, which lets you define modules and their resource dependencies as well as check and track changes in the modules. It also provides access to a structure visualizer that graphically displays the module interconnections.

- Detailed-design specification. This document describes (in Gist and NuMIL) the behavioral algorithms and system-dependent operations consistent with the computational modules and resource interfaces defined in the architectural specification.

- Source-code document. This contains the target system's source code and reflects the system structure as detailed in the earlier documents.

- Testing and quality-assurance document. This document stores test cases that specify how you can trace the operational requirements to test-case runs to validate the system's performance. You can use keywords and links in DIF to link the test cases to the operational requirements.

- User manual. This document describes the commands, error messages, and example uses of the system in a standard user-manual format.

- System-maintenance guide. This document describes how the system can be enhanced, how its performance can be better tuned, known system bugs, and porting constraints.

Coupling this documentation method with DIF lets you produce, organize, and store encyclopedic volumes of life-cycle information for subsequent browsing, reuse, and revision.

**Interfaces to LaTeX, spell checkers, and other tools provide a text-processing environment akin to the Unix documentation’s workbench.**

**DIF structure**

Figure 1 shows the organizational structure supported by DIF in the System Factory. In the System Factory, the project manager prescribes what needs to be described in each document. There are potentially several projects in the factory at the same time, and several software engineers work on each project.

Operation modes. Corresponding to the type of users in the System Factory, DIF allows two modes of operations: a superuser mode and a general-user mode. The two modes are comparable to the database administrator and the user, respectively. In superuser mode, you define the factory structure (what projects are in the factory and who is responsible for each one) and the structure of the documents (what needs to be documented). In general-user mode, you create, modify, and browse through the hypertext base. The general user can operate at two levels: the information level and information-structure level.

**Forms and basic templates.** The superuser defines the forms and the basic templates in the factory. One concern of the System Factory was to ensure that all the projects have a standard document structure. Thus, each document is defined as a form, which is a tree-structured organization of basic templates to be instantiated with project-specific information. Figure 2 shows an example requirements specifications form. Such forms provide a way of defining the process that is to be followed by the project members.

The superuser defines each form only once; all projects inherit that form. This allows standardization of documents across projects. It also lets the software engineers concentrate on the content of the documents without being bothered about their structure.

When defining the basic templates, the superuser also defines the nature of information that needs to be given in each basic template. This entails providing the type of the basic template (narrative, graphical, NuMIL, Gist, C code, executable code, or object code) and a text template that the general user can use to enter information in the instances for that basic template.

General users can define additional project-specific basic templates, but they cannot modify the basic templates defined by the superuser. Instead, they create instances of the superuser-defined basic templates and enter information in those instances. In a project, a basic template can have many instances.

**Project information.** The superuser provides project information. Project-related information in DIF consists of a list of projects and the software engineers working on them. This information lets DIF check users’ read and write privileges. There is no restriction on who may read the information of any project. The super-
user has read and write privileges for all information.

A general user can add links, keywords, and annotations to other users' and other projects' basic templates. (The links, keywords, and annotations are tools that allow easier later browsing of the project information—something we call "information trailblazing.")

Adding more project information like tasks, schedules, and progress reports is a natural extension to DIF hypertext. We have described this issue at length elsewhere.

### Information level

DIF facilities let users enter, modify, and use the information required by the forms as dictated by the superuser. DIF provides language-directed editors for all the formal languages used in the System Factory. The general user need not worry about the files that must be created when entering information in basic templates because DIF automatically generates a file name based on the project and the basic template.

For backup, DIF can store entire formal RCS, DIF lets you check forms in and out of RCS. Options like retrieving revisions through user-defined identifiers and cut-off dates are available through the DIF interface.

You can request that a software tool process the information in a basic template from within DIF itself, without entering the operating system. For example, if a basic template contains C code, you can request that the code be compiled.

Interfaced to Latex, spell checkers, and other tools provide a text-processing environment akin to the Unix documenter's workbench.

### Information-structure level

The information-structure lets the general user navigate through the information hypertext stored in DIF. (This level is different from a database schema because, in a schema, the structure does not change with the information. Here, the structure depends on the currently defined links.) DIF provides these navigation mechanisms:

- **Links.** The user (either superuser or general user) can define links between basic templates. You can link the system's operational requirements to the code modules that support the capability. Links may be operational links, which readily support situations where executable descriptions must be linked to the source code. For example, you can link a C-code basic template to the executable basic template derived from that code. Visiting that operational link results in the execution of the linked basic template. Future versions of DIF will support arbitrary shell-procedure attachments.

DIF supports two types of links: node-to-node links, which are relationships between the definition of two basic templates, and point-to-point links, which link one point in a basic template to a point in another basic template.

- **Keywords.** For each basic template, you can define keywords that describe the semantics of the information contained in that basic template. DIF stores the keywords associated with basic templates in a relation maintained in the Ingres database. This lets you use the Ingres querying facilities to navigate through documents.

For example, you can look for all basic templates (within and across projects) that have a particular keyword, list the keywords of a basic template, or search for basic templates that have keywords satisfying a pattern. DIF also has standard browsing functions for users not trained in the Ingres mechanisms.

In creating DIF, we were mainly concerned with the efficient storage and usage of keywords, not how they are derived. You can attach automatic keyword-generation tools to DIF if you want.

DIF lets a document's readers create keywords of their own. This lets new personnel in a project team quickly tune the documents to their needs.

- **Forms and compositions.** Forms are a convenient way to view the documents related to each life-cycle activity.

To fully use the potential of the hypertext information in DIF, you can define your own composition of basic templates. A composition is similar to a form, except that it is not enforced on all projects but is associated with the user who is browsing the documents. You define compositions, as you do forms, by defining the constituent basic templates. You can also define compositions on the basis of the trail you have followed while browsing through the hypertext.

You use compositions to print hard-copy documents, much like the path facility in a typical hypertext system. We have developed special-purpose tools to correctly compose different types of basic templates and to generate appropriate markup code for the Latex text-formatting system. You can also use compositions to generate make files for different system configurations.

### Document integration and parallel development

DIF provides several features that let you view system information in an integrated manner within and across projects. The documents are organized in a tree of Unix directories and files, as Figure 3 shows. Although you enter information in DIF at the file level, DIF invisibly handles all the routine file-management functions (like creating directories for related
documents).

For example, when entering information for the system's operational requirements, you do not have to create the file to store the text associated with the operational requirements; DIF does it automatically. You need only be concerned with creating or manipulating software descriptions. This provides an object-oriented environment of persistent descriptions rather than simply a loose collection of files and directories.

DIF lets the engineers in the System Factory develop parts of documents in parallel without worrying about integration issues. Thus, one person could be writing the target system's operational requirements while another person is writing its nonoperational requirements. The individual efforts are automatically merged in the same hypertext document.

File structure. At the heart of DIF's implementation are the Unix file system and the Ingres database system. The file system provides a repository for the textual and graphical information; Ingres stores information-structure-level and project-level information. DIF builds a file structure (on Unix) that models the System Factory structure (see Figure 1). Figure 3 shows an example file structure.

At the root of this file structure is the System Factory directory that contains directories for each project. Under every project directory is a directory for each form defined in the factory. Under the directory for each form are files for the basic templates in the form. For example, Figure 3 shows part of the requirements specifications directory in the System Factory. Files in this directory represent basic templates, like 2.1 (Technology in Use) and 2.5 (User Skills).

User-defined instances of basic templates are also maintained as files. For example, in Figure 3's DIF88 project, basic template 2.0 (Source Module) has at least two instances: User-Interface Code and Database-Manipulation Code.

Using DIF

Figure 4 shows DIF's top-level interface, which shows a snapshot of the system with the user editing three basic templates. The workstation screen is divided into three main window types: command, status, and workspace. You issue commands to DIF by clicking one of the command windows. DIF handles textual I/O through popup windows. The status window shows information like the current project, the number of basic templates visited in this session, the version numbers of the systems being used, the current user, and the current mode. DIF creates all browsing windows in the workspace window.

In Figure 4, Editor Window 1 shows an annotation example. The basic template (2.5 User Skills) in Editor Window 2 is linked to the basic template (2.5.1 X Windows) in Editor Window 3 with the link ElaboratedIn. Editor Window 3 was opened by clicking the Target File part of the link window that in turn was obtained by clicking the link icon in Editor Window 2.

Hypertext editing. We have extended the X Windows editor to provide two kinds of hypertext functions: the capabilities to annotate the text at any point and to link two points in two basic templates.

To add an annotation at a point in the text, you place the mouse pointer at the point and press F2. This opens a dialogue window with an editor window in which you can enter an annotation.

In the text, annotations are marked with a special character icon. Any user can look up an annotation by placing the mouse at this icon and pressing the F1 key. You can have multiple annotations at a single point; this supports group discussions. DIF automatically records attributes like the annotation's creation date and author.

To add a link from one basic template to another, you open the two templates in two separate editor windows. You then position the mouse pointer at the link's source position and press F3. DIF asks for the link name to be added. After entering the name, you position the mouse pointer at the second template and press F4. As with annotations, DIF displays links in the text as special character icons (the icon is different from the annotation icon).

To display the details of a link, you position the mouse at the link icon and press F5. To follow a link, you click the Target File item in this display of link details; DIF then opens another window that contains an editor for the link target. You can associate link names with special-purpose scripts that will be executed when the link is traced.
Command modes. There are six modes available in DIF's command-window title bar: general-user, super-user, browse, projects-table query, form-table query, and session-end (the Bye Bye window).

General-user mode. By clicking the general-user command window, you get a menu as shown in Figure 5a. This provides functions at the general-user level like creating or deleting an instance of a basic template, creating or deleting a project-specific basic template, editing the information contained in a basic template, processing the information in a basic template through a software-engineering tool, mailing a basic template to another participant, and various operations on compositions of basic templates.

To edit a basic template, you select the Edit Bt item from the menu. DIF presents a menu of available forms and basic templates. Once you select the appropriate form and its constituent basic template, DIF opens a window with an editor process to edit the corresponding file. This reflects the buffering that DIF provides.

Figure 5. Menus for (a) general-user, (b) super-user, and (c) browse functions.
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from the operating system's file-management facilities. You can change the default editor through a parameter supplied to DIF on its invocation. While you are editing a basic template, you can choose to edit another basic template in another window by either the same selection mechanism or by following a link from any of the previous basic templates being edited.

Superuser mode. By clicking the superuser command window, you are presented with the menu shown in Figure 5b that lets you act as the administrator of the hypertext document, providing functions to create, modify, and delete forms, projects, and project members. When defining forms, the superuser can define the process model that is to be followed in the life cycle of the various projects.

**Browsing.** The next three command windows—Browse, Query Projects Table, and Query Forms Table—provide browsing facilities for the hypertext storage structure. The Query Projects Table and Query Forms Table command windows provide interfaces to Ingres query-by-forms facility, which gives you access to several methods to make queries about the projects and the forms' structure.

Figure 6 shows a typical usage of this facility. The windows in the workspace were created per user requests. For example, when you click the Query Projects Table command, the window labeled Projects In The System Factory opens. In this window, you can query the database about the projects in the System Factory by specifying patterns for either projects or users. The position and sizes of the windows are always under user control, a feature provided by X Windows.

The Browse command window provides many predefined browsing facilities for the hyperext document. Figure 3c shows the menu of these facilities. You can create, delete, or browse through links between basic templates. Using keywords, you can search for appropriate projects, forms, compositions, or basic templates.

**DIF environment**

Because DIF can accommodate all life-cycle activities, we consider it to be a software-engineering environment. With the progress of the target system through the various life-cycle activities, DIF offers a uniform interface to access the appropriate tools, like a functional specification analyzer and an architectural design processor, at each phase. In the interfaces to these tools, it supports the notion of interface *transparency*. DIF provides unobtrusive use of the tool that it interfaces to while providing mechanisms that the tool itself lacks.

Figure 7 shows the organization of DIF with respect to the other tools in the System Factory. The basic set of tools, described in detail elsewhere, contains:

- a Gist specification analyzer and simulator that aids the development and use of the formal functional specifications of (sub)systems under development,
- a module-interconnection and interface-definition processor that supports the design and evolution of multiversion system configurations described in the NuMIL language,
- an Emacs-like language-directed editing environment for constructing and revising structured documents and system description languages like Gist, NuMIL, and C,
- a systems visualizer that graphically presents system configurations, and
- Unix tools like RCS, Make, Spell, Nroff/Troff, Talk, and Mail. The interface to the mailing system helps people coordinate their activities via structured messages consisting of basic templates.
Design issues

In designing DIF, several issues concerned us, including tools interface, consistency and completeness, reuse, scaling up, on-line information, multiproject support, and revision control:

- Tools interface. Although the Unix philosophy of providing loosely coupled tools and using them either independently or coupled through piping mechanisms has been fruitful, the plethora of tools now commonly available has thwarted their efficient use. Developers need a structured way to access the tools. Systems like DIF that organize the tools according to their usage will improve the utility of the underlying tools and thus software engineers' productivity. The ease of adding tools to DIF is also an advantage to engineers.

- Consistency, completeness, and traceability. A natural concern for document management is to provide mechanisms that help maintain documents' consistency and completeness over time and that provide traceability mechanisms across different life-cycle documents.

DIF addresses consistency through its keyword and link mechanisms. You can use keywords to locate related documents to propagate changes. You can use automated links to define how changes in the source basic template should be propagated to the target basic template.

DIF addresses completeness through the notion of forms for defining the life-cycle documents. They let the superuser ensure that critical system aspects have been documented at the appropriate places.

DIF addresses traceability through the use of links and of keyword-searching and navigation mechanisms.

- Reuse. System documentation is a time-consuming process, and it is imperative that we find ways to reuse documents. DIF is a first step in this direction, since it provides a hypertext-based persistent repository of document objects with facilities for efficient browsing and retrieval. Thus, you can locate and reuse basic templates. In an empirical study done in the System Factory, we found DIF to be used frequently to retrieve and convert old documents into new ones, especially when the old documents were from a closely related project.

- Scaling up. To support large-scale systems engineering, we tried to choose wisely between what information goes into the database and what information goes into the file system. Most of the textual information (except keywords) is stored in the Unix file system. In fact, we exploited the Unix file system's structural mechanisms to encode some of the documents' structural information.

The information stored in the database is therefore minimal. Throughout the System Factory experiment, we have found that the size of information in the database system is no greater than 1 percent of the information in the file system. This requires further experimentation but if the results are at all indicative, DIF has been able to achieve the kind of storage distribution that we wanted—and it did so with existing file and database systems.

- On-line information. One thrust of the DIF philosophy is to shift the medium of information exchange in the software process from paper to on-line form. This has the obvious advantage of being a dynamic medium, since documents can be modified very easily. On the other hand, paper documents have advantages like physical feel, the ability to be written on, and ability to be read almost anywhere. DIF has covered both bases by providing...
sophisticated mechanisms for hardcopy rendition of documents and hypertext mechanisms for on-line text management. With DIF, you can potentially get the best of both worlds by not having to worry about storing paper documents and at the same time being able to use paper documents when convenient.

- Multiproject support. DIF is unique among the current hypertext systems for software documents in that it provides support for multiple projects through the same hypertext base. (The box on p. 97 describes some other hypertext-based systems.) This is an advantage in large project environments where related subsystems are developed almost independently and the efforts must later be merged. Through the use of appropriate attribute links and keywords, you can use the information-structure-level information in DIF to tie together otherwise independently developing projects.

- Revisions. The interface to the RCS revision-management facility lets you manage revisions on complete forms. Only one revision of a form is active at a time, and the database reflects the information structure for that form. However, DIF does not provide mechanisms to manage revisions of the information in the database. This means that the information in the file system has revision trees but the database system has no such corresponding structure. We are planning to remedy this deficiency by offering revision management for both the database and file systems in future versions of DIF.

Experience with the prototype usage in the System Factory has convinced us of DIF's utility. DIF, as an active medium, lets you capture much of the information related to a system's design, development, use, and maintenance. You can change the process model built into DIF. You can easily manage several project documents and even exchange information across projects.

But DIF is not complete. We are now investigating the issues of incorporating into the system more knowledge about the activities that the participants in a project perform. The granularity at which DIF considers activities is very coarse; for example, as requirements specifications and functional specifications. If we could determine finer-grained actions, we could support them better. For example, after defining a new requirement, the user of the target system normally wants to communicate the definition to the developers. If this knowledge is penciled in the support environment, the communication act does not have to be carried out explicitly by the users but can be carried out by the support environment as soon as the requirement is defined. Similarly, the users can subscribe to events. For example, if someone has subscribed to the event Change Bit X, every time someone else changes basic template X, that person can be informed of the change. Our group is pursuing efforts in this direction.
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